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Get helpful information
on SpamAssassin
Features: Check various
components of the
SpamAssassin set of
tools When an email is
assessed, different
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SpamAssassin results
are determined All of
these results are
displayed in the '*'
Message Under The X in
Xspam (not the X in
XSpam) window under
'* * *' Changing the
parameters and value
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of the SpamAssassin
tools under XSpam. Low
Probability or Low
Percentage of Spam
Score * * * High
Probability or High
Percentage of Spam
Score * * *
Unclassifiable Spam
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Score * * * Note: All
text in '* * *' is
automatically shifted to
the right to make room
for the different spam
results. SAWC Crack For
Windows Usage
Example: When run,
SAWC begins to scan
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the queue. Notice that
almost all the spam in
the queue is not
marked as spam, while
there are some hits
that are correctly
marked as spam. The
number of emails
assessed is showed at
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the bottom of the
window. When the
queue is done being
assessed, SAWC will
display the current
results. Using the
parameters XEVAL=1
and XQUIT=0 as an
example, the results
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are displayed as
follows: No spam High
Probability spam Low
Probability spam No
spam Unclassifiable A
list of the currently
enabled and enabled-lk
reasons that are used
by SpamAssassin is
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also displayed. The
results displayed will
remain the same until
the queue is restarted.
SAWC has been tested
on Redhat and Fedora
core 2 and 3 with
SpamAssassin 3.0.x
and 3.1.x. Version 3.2.5
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is currently in testing.
SAWC may have a
dependency on the
Xserver (Xorg). If it is
not installed, then
SAWC may not run. A
future version of SAWC
may be able to take
input from Xserv (
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However, this is not
available now. You can
find instructions on
installing SAWC and a
list of prerequisites
here: SAWC will work in
any environment that
has a GUI installed on it
(that is, any version of
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Windows), as long as
you have any text

SAWC Activation Code With Keygen
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SpamAssassin Windows
CallHelper is a program
for obtaining action
messages from
spamassassin and put
them on a console.
Usage is simple: when
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you start the console
with this program, the
remote console will be
opened with the
messages (plus some
messages from your
own client application).
Its a simple windows
console called with the
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command line
arguments: -s -n -e -w
-s: Path to server (ex.
winmail.dat) -n:
(optional) name of the
console window. (ex.
SpamAssassin
CallHelper) -e:
(optional) path to the
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SpamAssassin source
dir (usually /usr/local/lib
/sa-bin/sa-callhelper)
-w: (optional) path to
the winspool.drv
service For example:
C:\> sa-callhelper.exe
-s C:\winmail.dat -n
SpamAssassin
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CallHelper C:\> All
action messages are
printed to the console.
When you want to quit
SAWC, type 'e'. After
this the SpamAssassin
console will print 'quit'
or 'exit' messages. If
you want to quit by
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clicking the mouse,
send the following
keystrokes to your
computer: C:\> CTRL-
ALT-DEL You can press
the keystrokes while
SAWC is launched.
SAWC is written for the
NT line of Windows
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operating systems (i.e.
Windows 95, NT 3.51,
98, 2000, Me, and XP).
SAWC works with
the.dat server files that
SpamAssassin uses for
tracking its action
messages. The action
messages found in
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the.dat files (more than
100) include messages
from the following
applications: AHF
(program, executable
or batch file) All
messages are stored as
AHF messages. Other
executable messages
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are stored as

What's New in the SAWC?

SAWC is designed to be
used to define
spam/ham rules for
windows. It creates two
output files for each
rule. The first is called
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rules.xml and is used as
a database for the
rules. The second is an
attribute, called
rules_out. This is the
rules that will be
applied to messages
once the pass/fail score
is met. If you want to
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make further changes
to your rules you can
do so without
recreating the whole
database. Remember to
include the original
rules.xml file when
overwriting the file.
SAWC Installation: To
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install, you can either:
1) Install it as a system
wide tool. To do this,
extract the zip archive
and place the
“SAWC.exe” executable
in “C:\Program Files\Sp
amAssassin\4.03.01\”
or “C:\Program Files (x8
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6)\SpamAssassin\4.03.0
1\” depending on your
system and your
processor architecture
2) Install it as a per
user tool. To do this,
copy the “SAWC.exe”
executable to your
user’s
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\AppData\Roaming\
SpamAssassin\4.03.01\
directory. This should
put the rules output file
in the same place as
any other rules output
files. The SAWC name
stands for
SpamAssassin Windows
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Callhelper. SAWC was
designed to be a small
utility to make it easier
to use SpamAssassin
under windows with
other programs. SAWC
Description: SAWC is
designed to be used to
define spam/ham rules
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for windows. It creates
two output files for
each rule. The first is
called rules.xml and is
used as a database for
the rules. The second is
an attribute, called
rules_out. This is the
rules that will be
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applied to messages
once the pass/fail score
is met. If you want to
make further changes
to your rules you can
do so without
recreating the whole
database. Remember to
include the original
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rules.xml file when
overwriting the file.
SAWC Installation: To
install, you can either:
1) Install it as a system
wide tool. To do this,
extract the zip archive
and place the
“SAWC.exe” executable
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in “C:\Program Files\Sp
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System Requirements:

Pentium 1 or equivalent
processor; ~800Mhz
processor speed; 256
MB of RAM Microsoft
Windows XP
SP2/Vista/Windows
7/Windows 8 DirectX
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9.0c or higher OpenGL
2.0 compatible video
card Sound card Mac
Compatible: OS X
10.5.x (Jaguar)/10.6.x
(Lion) (Mac OS X 10.5
only) Apple PPC G3 and
G4 (Mac OS X 10.5
only)
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